
Auxiliary:   Mercy 
  
A mystic healer 

A healer devoted to the healing goddess, Asrika, and bound to her power through sacred 
rites, the Mercy heals others’ injuries by taking them onto themselves. You are known by 
your white and red vestments, whether simple or ornate. Still, your work is disturbing to 
watch, even for your patients. Usually you work your boons from behind the lines, but are 
sometimes needed on the battlefield, or desire to confront the blight of the undead directly. 

When you play a Mercy, you earn xp when you help your squad through selfless 
sacrifice or providing aid. You are their shield and their armor, their pain is yours to bear 
that they may continue to live and fight. 

Notes: The Mercy can be used to fulfill the specialist requirement on missions where the 
Medic is needed. Mercies do not count as oath-sworn to the Legion for engagement rolls. 

Do you still use your name, or simply call yourself Mercy? How did being branded 
change you? What is the worst wound you have taken for another? 

 

STARTING ABILITIES 

• Weave: 1 
• Sway: 1 
• Maneuver : 2 

STARTING BUILDS 
If you need help choosing your first 
four action dots and ability, use one of 
the following templates. 

PALADIN: Skirmish +2, Weave +1, 
Marshal +1. Asrika’s Succor. 
NURSE: Consort +1, Research +2,  
Rig +1. Medical Assistance. 
MARTYR: Wreck +2, Weave +1, 
Discipline +1. Asrika’s Shield. 
MENDICANT: Sway +1, Consort +1, 
Research +1, Scout +1. Mercy for... 

SPECIALIST ACTION 
As a Mercy, you start with one rank in 
weave. These are not rolled. Instead, each 
rank gives you one weave use per mission. 
You have learned to mystically weave 
other beings’ injuries closed by taking the 
wounds onto yourself.  

Each weave use allows you to remove an 
injury from another living being, but you 
then suffer the same harm, although you 
heal from it more swiftly – an injury you 
take in this manner counts as a harm one 
level lower than the one taken. Spending 
a use of weave to heal a level one harm 
results in the injury taken disappearing at 
the end of the scene. Injuries taken in this 
way cannot be resisted or further reduced. 
You cannot spend weave to heal yourself.
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MERCY SPECIAL ABILITIES 

ASRIKA’S WILL 
When you spend a weave use to remove a level four harm from an injured, living being 
you may spend your special armor to reduce the harm you take by one additional level. 
You must act before they die. You cannot heal anyone with a level five harm or higher. 
This ability cannot be taken as a veteran advance. 

ASRIKA’S SUCCOR 
You can expend reliquary uses equal to an undead’s threat level to destroy it and 
prevent all necromancy from raising it again. With powerful or numerous undead, this 
instead ticks their clock equal to the uses spent. You must be able to touch the target. 
This ability cannot be taken as a veteran advance. 

SPREAD THE PAIN 
You may push yourself to transfer one of your own injuries to a willing target, or also 
take one corruption and transfer it to an unwilling living target. Tick an enemy clock 
equal to the transferred wound’s level. Take one corruption if a living target dies from 
this action. A willing target cannot resist. You cannot later remove this injury by weave. 
This ability cannot be taken as a veteran advance. 

MERCY FOR THE HEALER   
You gain +1d to sway a hostile living being to spare you and your patients, or when 
you use your status as a Mercy to gather information or settle disputes. 

ASRIKA’S SHIELD 
When you act to protect someone, ignore all harm penalties and take one less stress 
(no lower than 0) to resist the consequences. You gain +1d to resist pain, injury, and 
exhaustion when not acting to protect. 

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE 
When you assist a Medic with performing battlefield first aid or surgery, their efforts 
also gain a level of effect. If they don’t need effect, consider asking for a better position. 

LIKE AN ANGEL 
You gain +1d to maneuver in order to reach injured squad mates and companions to 
help them, or to drag or carry them out of danger. You may push yourself to auto-
matically succeed at this action. 
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BECOMING A MERCY 

In order to take a Veteran Advance to become a Mercy, the player and GM must determine 
how the character learns or gains the ability to weave, and how during the retreat of the 
Legion they have managed to be given the sacred rites needed to become bound to Asrika. 



MERCY ITEMS AND LOADOUT 

LIGHT LOAD 
• Reliquary: Bones of ancient Chosen kept in a vial of sacred oil. Shavings of relics 

in a cedar keepsake box. A scroll or small primer of blessed scripture written in a 
Chosen’s blood. Spend to reduce corruption taken by 1 and gain +1d to resist it. 
Three uses. What is the name of the Chosen whose remains you bear? 

• Medic’s Kit: Antiseptic, slings, sutures, poultices, gauze. Spend for special armor 
against disease and wound complications. Three uses. What unusual item do you 
include in your kit to help channel your powers? 

• Sacred Robes: Distinctive white-and-red vestments that identify you as the member 
of an Asrikan holy order. Are your vestments simple or ornate? 

• Mark of the Mercy: Your flesh is branded with an Asrikan sigil of folded wings and 
a weeping eye. Villagers and strangers provide courtesy and safe passage to you 
when they wouldn’t otherwise. Where were you branded on your body?  

• Scars of Selfless Sacrifice: Your body bears the scars of countless healed wounds 
you have suffered for others’ sake. What scar still aches when the weather changes? 

NORMAL LOAD 
• Shield: Wood with metal reinforcement. Provides 1 armor against physical attacks. 

What design is painted or worked on it? 
 

• Armor: Legion-issue leather cuirass and chain shirt. Provides 1 armor against 
physical attacks. Who wore it last? 
   – OR – (Choose either Armor or Fine Pistol and Blackshot Ammo) 

• Fine Pistol: A masterfully crafted Orite revolver (five shots) with fine embossing 
and balanced for quick reloading. Why do you carry it? 

• Blackshot Ammo: Three uses of specially crafted bullets refined for your pistol. 
Grants potency against undead. Do you mark them with Asrika’s symbol? 

HEAVY LOAD 
• Equip the Fine Pistol and Blackshot Ammo from Normal Load. 
• Fine Reliquary: Bones of ancient Chosen kept in vials of sacred oil. A silk-wrapped 

item once carried by a Chosen. Tomes of blessed scripture written in a Chosen’s 
blood. Spend to reduce corruption taken by 2 and gain +1d to resist it. Three uses. 

• Fine Shield: Fully metal shield embossed with any symbol you desire. Provides 1 
armor against physical attacks. Replaces any Shield. What insignia fills its front? 

• Fine Armor: Provides 1 armor against physical attacks. Ornate or dyed. Customized 
for you. Replaces any Armor. What identifies it as yours? 

UTILITY CHOICES 
Armor, Shield, Black Shot (3 uses) [2 boxes], Hand Weapon, Winter Clothing, Oil (3 
uses), Supplies (5 uses), Books & Scrolls, Soldier’s Kit, Reliquary (3 uses) [2 boxes]. 
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This playbook is based on and uses material owned by Off-Guard Games.     Mercy playbook design by Raven Daegmorgan.                          v Playtest Alpha. 
 



Mercy’s

       weave     heal someone else’s harm by removing one of their 
wounds and taking that same wound yourself at one level of harm lower.
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Mercies

selfless-sacrifice or providing aid.



MERCY
A’ W: When you spend weave to 
remove a level 4 harm, you may spend spe-
cial armor to again reduce the level of harm.

A’ S: Spend reliquary uses eq- 
ual to an undead’s threat level to destroy it, 
or tick their clock if numerous or powerful.

M A: When you assist a Medic with 
rst-aid or surgery, they gain +1 level of effect.

L  A: Gain +1d to maneuver to reach or carry 
the wounded or push yourself to do it automatically.

M   H: You gain +1d to sway a living 
enemy to spare you and your patients, or use your status 
as a Mercy to gather information or settle disputes.

A’ S: When you protect someone, take 1 
less stress to resist the consequences. Gain +1d to resist 
pain, injury, and exhaustion with prowess.

S  P: You may push yourself to transfer a 
wound to a willing target, who may not resist; you may 
take 1 corruption and transfer it to an unwilling target. 
In either case, take 1 corruption if the target dies.

Reliquary
Medic Kit
Sacred Robes
Mark of the Mercy
Scars of Seless Sacrice

Shield
Armor
 -or-
Fine Pistol
Black Shot

Fine Reliquary
Replaces Reliquary
Fine Shield
Replaces Shield
Fine Armor
Replaces Armor
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